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Surangama-Sūtra is great important Mahāyana Buddhism classics of having 
great influences since it hand down from Tang dynasty. It has great value and 
important in the Buddhism though there is dispute in the true of false of 
translator.  
The subject of article is Surangama discipline, in that academic system from 
the study of Surangama. The author pays more attention on the relation between 
Surangama discipline and life health of human beings the article are divided into 
eight chapters and four parts. 
The first part is about the relation between Surangama discipline, theory 
and modern medicine. The author thinks that the conception of five aggregates of 
Surangama discipline and physical and mind in modern society both attach 
importance to the relation between body and mind. The conception of root, sense 
and consciousness in Surangama discipline and modern medical model both pay 
attention to influence produced by psychological factor, physical factor and 
social factor. However, because the difference of angle treating the physical and 
mind disease and the train of thought. their effect is different only the both can 
be connected ,we can find good way for treating disease. 
The second part is the relation between the doctrine, meditative 
concentration, wisdom, vegetarian food, incantation in Surangama theory and 
heath. The author think the doctrine, meditative concentration、wisdom in 
Surangama discipline contribute to the health of body and mind . The vegetarian 














have six functions.  
The third part is the relation between Surangama discipline and cultivating 
of body and mind. The author think that Buddhism and Taoism merge each other, 
they both assimilate the other’s ideas more or less. The theory and ways of 
cultivating of body and mind in Surangama discipline have great influence on 
Taosim.  
The fourth part is the idea of relative health and absolute ultimate health. 
The author think that the health in medical field by analyzing the health ideas of 
Buddhism. Furthermore, the author come up with the new conception of ultimate 
health and analyze how to realize the health of body and mind.  
The author come up with two new conception of ultimate health and 
Surangama discipline, and point six functions of incantation by connecting the 
academic result of the health of body and mind in modern science etc. The study 
of problem have referent value on Buddhism, medicals, psychology, sociology 
etc. 
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而在身体、心理、道德等方面都健康圆满。      
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